


Automatic Watering System 

Extra deep tray grooves: 
means better nutrient circulation within the tray.

Adaptable: both 15L and 
25L pots fit into the same 
base tray.

Requires no power: simply ensure the supply 
tank is positioned above the valve.

Convenient ‘tube tidy’: the groove positioned on 
the base of the tray fits 13mm pipe, allowing you to 
configure modules in a neat and tidy manor.

Quality: made from high quality, durable parts.

Easy to build: 
each module contains a 
13mm-4mm connector, 
making it easy to build 

and retrofit into an 
established system.

Circular tray design: 
our round pots can be easily 
rotated, disrupting any root 
development out of the pot 
into the tray.

Versatile: innovative modules allow growers to 
achieve endless system configurations.

Simple: to use 
and easy to 
maintain

Automatic: controls 
water level and flow

Unique: 
patented design

PLANT!T GoGro is the new, ingenious and versatile selection of self-watering 
pot systems that require minimal upkeep and are designed for maximum yields. 
GoGro’s patented valve controls waterflow into the tray with capillary action 
keeping your growing media hydrated so that the plants are always watered. 

This system requires no batteries or electricity, relying only on gravity. It requires little 
upkeep, making it perfect for busy families, professionals or when you go away on holiday 
and want to ensure that your plants and flowers are kept well-fed. The GoGro valve will 
regulate the amount of water supplied to the plant from a central nutrient tank so that 
just the right amount of nutrient is supplied, giving you peace of mind. It is quite simply 
the best self-watering pot system on the market.

How does it work? 
GoGro is ingeniously simple: you connect your fittings to each tray, valve and pot. 
Then, using the clay pebbles provided, put one bag of pebbles into each pot. You 
connect your trays using the pipes provided to your water butt, fill your water butt 
with water and the recommended amount of nutrient (if desired). Finally, fill your 
pots with your chosen growing media (e.g. soil, VitaLink Professional Enriched Soil 
or coconut coir: all sold separately) and get growing!
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